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The space community has traditionally been extremely cautious about the usage of autonomy for high stakes applications. Autonomy
deployed in control systems has often been deterministic and verifiable, contrasting with modern, non-deterministic learning or
interaction-based techniques. This is justifiable, as the cost of mission failure is exceptionally high. On the other hand, deterministic
models inherently restrict the designs of deep space missions and preclude many exciting concepts. In this work, we briefly describe
the challenges faced in deploying autonomy in deep space, and present two case studies to showcase where more advanced models or
human-robot techniques would be useful. We also discuss a collection of emerging technologies that could be leveraged to hedge the
risks of autonomy deployment for future deep space applications.
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1

MOTIVATION

Interplanetary exploration and space robotics pose a set of unique challenges related to resource constraints and
sustainability requirements. Efficiently combining the capabilities of astronauts, remote operators, and robotic assets
into human-machine teams is a must. However, applications of human-robot interaction (HRI) for autonomous and
semi-autonomous space operation have ample open questions. Solar system exploration will continue to require human
interaction and oversight, encompassing a continuum of human-robot spatio-temporal relationships depending on
mission type. As the complexity of this operating theater evolves, it is essential that humans trust and understand
the systems with which they collaborate, and that systems can accommodate rapidly changing needs. We will discuss
emerging technologies in HRI that can substantially contribute to these capabilities in the future.
2

CASE STUDIES

We begin by presenting two case studies, the first representing real-time, co-located teaming between astronauts and
robotic assets in the presence of substantial time delays with mission control, and the second representing a deep space,
remote interaction, involving uncrewed robotic assets with more infrequent HRI capacity. Both case studies highlight
different autonomy challenges within the continuum of spatiotemporal HRI relationships.
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Real-Time, Co-located: Mars

At least since Fitt’s (1951) proposed "Men-are-better-at [sic], Machines-are-better-at (MABA-MABA)" [8], it has been
accepted that a well-designed symbiotic relationship between human and machine can take advantage of their differing
strengths and capabilities. Picture a future human expedition to a remote planetary body, such as the Martian surface,
which has yet only been explored by teleoperated semi-autonomous vehicles with substantial time lags. With so many
needs and great uncertainty, such a mission stands to benefit greatly from automated robotic assets. They can assist
with construction, infrastructure support, science exploration, in-situ resource utilization, and emergency medical
capabilities [9], making the resource-constrained mission more efficient and safe. A well-rounded team may consist of
multiple astronauts and a variety of robotic assets with complementary capabilities. To this end, the agent interactions
need to be carefully and flexibly designed in order for the automation to contribute positively to the mission.
The HRI design space continues to evolve as humans and machines collaborate more closely in shared-environments.
For example, human and robot teammates may benefit from performing tasks together during habitat construction such
as carrying heavy or awkwardly shaped equipment [17]. A few of the most fundamental HRI challenges facing this
type of collaboration are succinctly described as including bi-directional intent recognition, dynamic task allocation,
cost-function/task optimality adjustments based on co-worker preference or situational demands, and self-evaluation
of automated agents [11]. Additionally, with respect to safety, an accurate and shared mental model [24] of teammate
spatial proximity is increasingly important in the extreme spaceflight environment where astronauts must wear soft,
pressurized spacesuits with limited mobility and fields of view. A robotic asset assisting an astronaut risks injuring the
astronaut or potentially damaging the spacesuit. Mission critical risk such as in this example of a seemingly trivial task
will hinder deployment of symbiotic human-robotic teams for future space exploration.
2.2

Deep Space, Remote: Europa

There is significant heritage in robotic exploration of the outer solar system, beginning with Pioneer 10’s flyby of
Jupiter in 1973. No spacecraft, however, has engaged in significant surface exploration further than Mars. The only
probe to land on an outer solar system celestial body was Huygens on Titan in 2005, though the lander was immobile,
and only successfully sent data for slightly over two hours on the surface. These mission concepts (flyby, orbital,
short-term stationary lander) involve relatively low amounts of plan uncertainty, and therefore can rely on rigid,
long-term command sequences planned weeks or months in advance. This advance planning protocol fulfills outer
solar system operations requirements such as hours-long round-trip communication time, limited data transfer rate,
and lack of significant orbital assets with which to relay signals, leading to communications blackouts.
Consider a mobile robot on Europa, tasked with exploring specific features over a period of weeks. The robot’s
functional time on the surface is limited by the intense radiation environment surrounding Jupiter [7]. This factor
means the robot is solely battery powered, its designers opting not to spend weight on power generation hardware,
placing a hard limit on the potential activities of the robot. Each communication event is therefore tremendously
valuable and costly, both in terms of time and power. Uncertainty is too high to pre-program the robot’s traverses, but
the communication constraints preclude a high level of operator involvement akin to current Mars rover-like operation
[19]. The mission must therefore deploy flexible autonomy capable of operating for long stretches without human
intervention, both in terms of fault prevention/recovery and goal selection. It is also highly desirable that this autonomy
is effectively explainable to its human operators, to allow for more trusted high-level planning and quicker response in
failure scenarios.
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE SPACE AUTONOMY

This section briefly describes the emerging technologies in machine learning and robotics that can be leveraged to
hedge the risks described above encountered when employing autonomous systems in the deep space environment.
3.1

Explainable AI

Explainable AI (xAI) focuses on methods and techniques that facilitate human-interpretability of complex models
as opposed to traditional “black box” models [10]. xAI methods allow modern machine learning algorithms to be
responsibly used for high stakes applications (e.g., autonomous driving, robotics, medical diagnosis) by enabling users
to better understand their decision-making [6, 18]. Thus, xAI methods that provide certain assurance and trust have
started to gain more acceptance and popularity within the human-autonomy community, and therefore, we believe that
they will play a crucial role in modern space autonomy [14].
Assessing complex models to determine trust levels prior to deployment is one widespread application of xAI.
State-of-the-art approaches like FactSheets [1] or model cards [20] provide a quick reference to users describing the
system’s performance overview, including information about any model’s provenance, details about its sensing and
perception mechanisms, and intended operational domains. For example, surface robot explorers can be pre-trained in a
simulated Europa environment to have detailed information on how they would behave in a specific scenario, enabling
engineers to make informed decisions during deployment. Another popular application of xAI is mitigating failures and
providing alternative action as recourse [3, 26]. One favored xAI technique is counterfactual explanation, which, given
an input and target output, indicates how the input must change to alter the current output to the target output [5].
Another popular technique is providing semantic justification (giving the user the underlying decision-making rationale)
for any reported observations and suggested plan contingencies for establishing trust in the system [12, 26]. These
techniques are particularly informative in failure recovery scenarios, such as when a rover’s initially planned traverse is
rendered unfeasible. Furthermore, xAI has emerged as a crucial element in HRI for improving fluency and teamwork in
human-robot collaboration scenarios while establishing a shared mental model [28]. For example, in control handover
situations (e.g., where a semi-autonomous teleoperated system transfers control to a human operator due to its inability
to operate in uncertain conditions), an explainable system can provide additional situational knowledge to its operators
enabling informed and fluent handover of control [6, 27].
3.2

Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality

Virtual, augmented, and mixed reality (VAMR) will be key components of HRI and autonomy as we head into the future
of space exploration. While prior work applying VAMR to HRI is generally done in close proximity and without a
significant time delay [13, 22, 23, 29, 31], with appropriate focus, VAMR can be adequately developed to assist both
proximal and remote HRI. VAMR currently provides nearby operators with supplemental information and visual aids,
increased situational awareness, and additional functionality and modes of communication [16, 23, 30]. These same
tools can be applied for operational uses in both a collaborative Martian task or a more remote task on Europa. During
a Mars EVA, a human-robot team might be exploring an area together. The human, aided by navigation cues and object
recognition in their AR heads-up display, can guide the rover or quadcopter to conduct further investigation. In a
cooperative construction task such as the one described above, information can be displayed in AR to provide insight
into the robot’s decisions to improve situational awareness, and visual aids might provide a shared mental model.
Alternately, a remote operator planning a traverse on Europa could be experiencing the setting of the robot via VR,
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enabling them to program and execute commands using waypoints placed from a first person or overhead perspective.
Planned paths can be previewed in VR with potential issues highlighted in the user’s field of view. This experience also
increases the operator’s situational awareness of the robot’s environment. Meanwhile, repeated use and training can
allow the human to understand the autonomy decisions and capabilities from the visual perspective of the robot. In
both situations, the use of VAMR provides additional safety for both the humans and robots.
3.3

Adaptive & Adaptable Automation

Adaptive control refers to a computer, in this case a robotic teammate, automatically adjusting controller parameters as
a function of some measurement(s). Adaptable control, in contrast, refers to system changes made manually by the
supervisory (human) operator [24]. These are not mutually exclusive design concepts, and useful taxonomies have been
proposed involving characterizations of ‘levels of automation’ (LOA) [21]. They have served as useful starting places
for designing an optimal balance between the utility of self-adjusting, adaptive robotic teammates, and the agency
maintained by the human teammates through adaptable capabilities.
A wide variety of research has been conducted exploring the potential of adaptive and adaptable systems to enhance
operator situational awareness, reduce mental workload, and improve efficiency of operations across different domains
[2, 15]. Unfortunately, such systems are also liable to cause detrimental effects on pilot and operator performance and
trust with various implementation designs [4, 21]. Conceptually, a well-designed adaptive-adaptable robotic teammate
could contribute to effective dynamic task allocation, make intelligent adjustments to task optimality standards to best
integrate with their human counterparts, and ideally detect system failures through self-evaluation. For all the research
performed over the recent decades, we have just began scratching the surface on how to design increasingly complex
automation frameworks that function in increasingly uncertain (shared-)environments. These limitations are concisely
summarized by Sheridan [25] who is credited with originating the idea of LOA. While Sheridan suggests we may never
reach a point in engineering design where “experience, art, and iterative trial and error” ([25], p.27) are not involved in
the automation development process, there remains vast potential for facilitating safety and efficiency in future space
exploration missions.
4

CONCLUSION

This work has provided a brief overview of problems faced in the deployment of autonomy for deep space missions,
grounded in two case studies – one describing challenges in the inner solar system and another for the outer solar
system. We then highlighted key emerging technologies that can be leveraged to alleviate these challenges: explainable
AI; virtual, augmented, and mixed reality; and adaptive & adaptable automation. Utilizing these technologies can make
deep space autonomy more feasible, thus increasing mission capabilities across the solar system.
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